
PLAYBOOK 
SHARPEN YOUR LAW FIRM’S 
COMPETITIVE EDGE

EXPERT ADVICE TO GET AHEAD AND STAY AHEAD 
IN LAW FIRM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT



According to a survey we recently conducted of legal 
professionals, 73% say business is growing. But how it’s 
growing indicates that law firms which embrace business 
development can set the pace in the marketplace.  

Here’s why:

• 41.2% of respondents attributed their growth to
client referrals.

• 26.5%  of respondents said that cross-selling
fueled their growth.

• Only 8.8% of respondents attributed their
growth to business development.

This points to opportunity.

Those firms that embrace business development can 
place themselves miles ahead of a legal marketplace that 
depends mostly on word of mouth and existing clients.

One of the reasons business development came in dead 
last for growing business is because survey respondents 
admitted that business development simply isn’t up to 
speed at their firm.

So we called in the experts to help with the specific 
business development opportunities that emerged from 
survey responses. Read on to be inspired by the insight of 
our distinguished panel and take their advice to accelerate 
your firm’s revenues. 

Accelerate Opportunity to Finish First in Today’s Legal Marketplace

There’s unprecedented competition for legal business, but there’s also unprecedented opportunity. Come 
out ahead with insight from leading legal business development experts. 
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Heidi K. Gardner, PhD
Author, Distinguished Fellow & Lecturer on Law
Harvard Law School

John Remsen, Jr.
President and CEO
The Remsen Group

Jill S. Weber
Chief Marketing and Business Development Officer 
Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
2017 President, Legal Marketing Association

Laura Lee Sparks
Founder and CEO
Legal Marketing Maven

Jared D. Correia, Esq.
Founder and CEO
Red Cave Law Firm Consulting

David Kuhlman
Partner
Axiom Consulting Partners

Joshua Lenon
Lawyer in Residence
Clio

Yolanda Cartusciello
Partner
Bernero & Press LLC

Terry Isner
CEO/Owner Marketing & Branding
Jaffe

Our Panel of Experts
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How easily your attorneys share client information 
indicates the level of collaboration within your firm. 

Survey responses indicate that a third of firms are a 
collection of sole practitioners sharing office space. Only 
15% have  a culture of sharing and collaboration. Most fall 
somewhere in between. 

Here’s why firms that embrace a culture of sharing will 
come out ahead:

1. They optimize talent and expertise.

2. They develop better relationships with big clients.

3. They’re less likely to become commoditized.

“Increase transparency and information flow, and cultivate an 
environment of feedback and continual improvement; make it 
ok to need help.”

Comprehensive client relationship 
data is available via CRM at only 15% 
of the firms. At 30% of the firms, the 
relationship-owner is the gatekeeper. 
For 56%, some data is hidden and 
some is available.

David Kuhlman
Partner
Axiom Consulting Partners

How to Move Ahead of 85% of the Marketplace

Section 1

Collaboration QuickTip 
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When firms leverage their solo experts through smart 
collaboration, the firm, the client, and the individual 
lawyer win. Firms achieve a competitive edge among 
other industry leaders by becoming indispensable 
and invaluable to their clients, which inspires greater 
client loyalty and retention; clients, in return, pay 
handsomely for high-quality, customized services and 
give the firm access to their top executives. Lawyers 
who collaborate earn higher margins, build trust 
with their colleagues, gain access to more lucrative 
clients, and attract more cutting-edge work. 

Lawyers who want to operate in this way need to share 
marketing and business development information with 
each other.  Those who don’t collaborate are missing 
out on significant growth, revenues, and profits—and 
risk that their siloed work becomes commoditized.

Heidi K. Gardner, PhD
Distinguished Fellow & Lecturer on Law
Harvard Law School

Author, Smart Collaboration: How Professionals and Their Firms 
Succeed by Breaking Down Silos

Avoid Commoditization & 
Sharpen Your Competitive Edge
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https://www.amazon.com/Smart-Collaboration-Professionals-Succeed-Breaking/dp/1633691101
https://www.amazon.com/Smart-Collaboration-Professionals-Succeed-Breaking/dp/1633691101


John Remsen, Jr.
President and CEO, The Remsen Group

Win & Retain Key Clients

By working as a team you are much more likely to develop 
meaningful relationships with big, institutional clients 
than if you’re lone wolves operating independently of one 
another, not knowing what the other’s doing. Play off 
each other’s collective strengths and interests. Meet 
and share. You’ll accomplish far more and develop a 
reputation as the go-to law firm or go-to group within 
a firm.

Underlying all of it is paying attention to who knows 
whom within those big institutions and tracking those 
relationships. Take an inventory of the officers at a large 
banking institution, for instance. Who within your firm 
has a relationship with them? It’s amazing what emerges 
when you tap into that; you’ll discover some good, strong 
affiliations and be able to play off of those.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnremsen/
http://www.theremsengroup.com/


Section 2
Another sign that too many firms are sole practitioners 
sharing office space is that only about a third consider 
themselves effective or very effective at cross-selling. 
Simply put, cross-selling won’t happen if lawyers won’t 
share information about their clients. 

Here’s what you can do to encourage a culture of sharing 
and increase the cross-selling opportunities that come 
with it:

1. Tie compensation and rewards to programs that
require collaboration.

2. Celebrate and showcase effective collaboration.

3. Make sure leadership models collaborative behavior.

“Tell the ‘hero stories’ about the success that sharing has brought to the 
firm. Demonstrate that it has brought more money, work, and prestige to 
the firm. That may motivate partners as well.”

27% consider themselves 
somewhat effective or very 
effective at cross-selling.

Yolanda Cartusciello
Partner
Bernero & Press LLC

Cross-Sell More Effectively & Efficiently

Collaboration QuickTip 
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Heidi K. Gardner, PhD
Author, Distinguished Fellow & Lecturer on Law, Harvard Law School

Model, Celebrate & Wisely 
Reward Collaboration

To foster a collaborative culture, firm leaders must analyze their 
compensation systems, performance management, and role 
modeling. Individually, these elements are not solely responsible for 
a firm’s collaborative success, but collectively they influence how 
lawyers behave and allocate their time.  

Compensation isn’t a silver bullet, but can be a silver dagger. Poorly 
designed compensation schemes often reward people who are bad 
for culture and toxic to collaboration. Anti-collaborative behaviors 
include hoarding work, fighting over credit, overemphasizing 
origination, and obsessing over financial rewards. 

Paying people for individual success — especially if gains were made 
through these counterproductive behaviors — undermines 
collaboration efforts. Paying directly for collaboration is often futile: 
formulas that reward specific behaviors like work referrals can be 
gamed, and even if measured fairly are probably too small a 
proportion of a lawyer’s pay to really change their behavior.  Other 
levers are more powerful than money.

continues..
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/heidi-k-gardner-ab5b825/
http://hls.harvard.edu/


Well-designed performance management systems are 
essential for fostering collaboration. A firm must align 
people’s metrics with the desired end goals and firm 
strategy. Specifically, firms should set ambitious goals 
that can only be achieved through collaboration, such as 
delivering cross-practice projects and serving increasingly 
higher-up executives. Hold people accountable for 
meeting those metrics, and reward people who do; not 
necessarily with money, but with public recognition, high-
status perks, and so on. 

Firm leaders have the power and budget to cultivate 
collaboration, but must also model the desired behaviors. 
First, stop hiring jerks. If you compromise on a candidate’s 
character to get the biggest book of business, you can’t 
build a firm where people widely trust other partners 
enough to invite them along on client work.  Second, 
hold regular face-to-face events that allow people to 
develop interpersonal connections and foster trust. Third, 
showcase and celebrate collaboration at every chance, 
such as email bursts highlighting ‘latest team wins’ and 
showcasing great collaborators - both partners and 
associates - at retreats.
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Firms should set ambitious goals
that can only be achieved through 
collaboration, such as delivering 
cross-practice projects and serving 
increasingly higher-up executives.



Section 3
While there’s opportunity to improve cross-selling, most 
firms are confident that they’re keeping their clients. 
However, according to the Georgetown Law 2016 Report 
on the State of the Legal Market, demand for law services 
has been flat and that isn’t changing anytime soon. That 
means competition is going to get even more cut-throat; 
to retain clients, firms can’t keep doing what they’ve 
always done. 

They must learn to share information. Here’s how sharing 
enhances client retention: 

1. Clients are much more likely to stay when multiple
lawyers serve them.

2. You can consolidate talent and knowledge to serve
clients better.

“Begin soliciting feedback formally from clients. Firms that listen to client 
feedback have a 30% higher client retention.”

82% of respondents considered their 
firms somewhat effective or very 
effective at client retention.

Joshua Lenon
Lawyer in Residence
Clio

Strengthen Client Relationships

Retention QuickTip 
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https://www.law.georgetown.edu/news/2016-report-on-state-legal-market.cfm
https://www.law.georgetown.edu/news/2016-report-on-state-legal-market.cfm


Across multiple law firms — just as in consulting and 
accounting firms — our empirical analyses shows the 
clear relationship between collaboration and client 
retention:The more partners serving a client, the 
longer that client remains with the firm - even when 
an important partner leaves the firm. 

A review of one firm’s relationships with its 300 biggest 
clients revealed the numbers behind that finding: Of 
those clients served by a single partner, roughly three-
quarters said they’d consider moving their business to 
a competitor firm if their relationship partner departed. 
In contrast, for those served by multiple partners - 
whether it was two or any number higher than that 
- a full 90 percent said they’d remain loyal to their 
existing firm. This outcome might sound obvious, but 
our research also shows that the majority of clients in 
most law firms are served by a single partner - meaning 
that most client relationships are highly fragile, and that 
the solo partner who serves them gets more and more 
power, making them immune to sanctions for anti-
collaborative behavior, which furthers the cycle.

Heidi K. Gardner, PhD
Distinguished Fellow & Lecturer on Law, Harvard Law School

Author, Smart Collaboration: How Professionals and Their Firms 
Succeed by Breaking Down Silos
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https://www.amazon.com/Smart-Collaboration-Professionals-Succeed-Breaking/dp/1633691101
https://www.amazon.com/Smart-Collaboration-Professionals-Succeed-Breaking/dp/1633691101


Lawyers have a bad habit of only reaching out to their 
clients when they need something, including money.

If you reach out to your clients, just to check in, it’s a 
great way to make them feel like you care about their 
case. It’s also a successful hedge against malpractice, 
since it forces you to check in on client matters on a 
regular basis.

Jared Correia, Esq.
Founder and CEO, Red Cave Law Firm Consulting

Check In Off the Clock to 
Keep Clients
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaredcorreia/
http://redcavelegal.com/


Listen to your clients. Find out what they want, what 
they question, and what keeps them up at night. 
Then give it to them. This is where sharing leads to 
trust and loyalty. When this loyalty is in place, clients 
become an important part of brand awareness and 
business development options through word-of-mouth. 
They don’t question billing, they know you and your 
services are extremely valuable to their success. They 
trust you have their back.

Terry Isner
CEO/Owner Marketing & Branding
Jaffe
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Section 4
Law firms with business development teams are ahead 
of the game. They have the resources to build the 
relationships that grow client lists so lawyers are free to do 
what they do best – practice law. 

Here are some reasons why  business development 
professionals are a wise investment: 

1. They allow lawyers to focus on their practice.

2. They have the broad perspective to see and
seize opportunity.

3. They can ensure your client pipeline is always full.

“Constant contact with clients, scheduled communication efforts, and 
targeted outreach campaigns take lawyers away from their valuable, 
billable work. Let a business development team handle that.”

41% of law firms don’t have a 
business development team.

Drive More Opportunity with a Business Development Team

Business Development QuickTip
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Your business development team will have a different 
perspective than those with boots on the ground dealing 
with the client day in and day out. It’s hard to listen and 
see things when you are dealing with real-life, real-time 
issues. Business development gives you a 10,000-
foot view of the client or industry and therefore they 
can tailor business development and client growth 
programs to be more effective.

Lawyers who provide expert advice stay focused on 
continually providing services above and beyond 
the client expectations and living the brand promise. 
Meanwhile, business development can comfortably align 
opportunities based on culture, values, and thought 
leadership by sharing examples and information to a 
greater, like-minded community. They can provide a much 
more tailored, efficient and effective sales cycle.

Terry Isner
CEO/Owner Marketing & Branding, Jaffe

Get Perspective to See &
Seize Opportunity
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/terryisner/
http://www.jaffepr.com/


Business development is a strong investment because 
typically attorneys want to be attorneys. That’s what they 
went to school for. In a traditional law school, they don’t 
learn how to market a business, create systems for a 
business or run a business. 

If I’m a electrician, I’m not going to do my own plumbing. 
I want to bring in an expert. In the same way, law firms 
want to bring in an expert to help them grow their 
business. If you don’t, you get on that business 
development merry-go-round. You do business 
development, business picks up, you get super busy  
doing client work, the client work keeps you busy, so you 
don’t do business development. So there’s no business 
coming in the door. It’s like a crazy roller coaster. 

You need someone consistently engaged in business 
development. Consistency is key to growing any type 
of business.

Laura Lee Sparks
Founder and CEO, Legal Marketing Maven

Allow Attorneys to Be Attorneys
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/lauraleesparks/
http://legalmarketingmaven.com/


Section 5
While a little over half of law firms surveyed have business 
development teams, 45% consider them somewhat 
effective or very effective. These firms have a powerful 
competitive advantage over most of the marketplace with 
more power  to drive new clients and grow engagement 
with existing ones. 

Here are some keys to effective business development: 

1. Have a plan with measurable goals, and the  
resources to achieve them. 

2. Include business development in planning  
and strategy.

3. Integrate them into practice and industry groups.

Of those with business development 
teams, 45% considered them 
somewhat effective or very effective.

Build an Effective Business Development Team

“Communication is critical. Make sure that there are set goals, there’s 
a plan to meet to goals, and the business development team can go 
over the plan regularly with the attorneys. This way, everyone knows 
where they’re at in the plan and the results are measurable.”

Laura Lee Sparks
Founder and CEO
Legal Marketing Maven

Business Development QuickTip 
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The three most important steps law firms can take to 
make their business development team more  
effective are:

1. Integrate team members into the practices and 
industry groups they service. The more time they 
spend with the lawyers, the better they know them 
and better able they are to advise them. 

2. Hire the most experienced and capable people the 
firm can afford. While recent college grads are often 
extraordinary, do you trust them to pitch a concept 
to a partner? If the answer is no, then find people 
who will have the credibility necessary to have those 
conversations and interactions. 

3. Include them in the planning and strategy discussions. 

Yolanda Cartusciello
Partner, Bernero & Press LLC

Integrate & Include  
Business Development
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/cartusciello/
http://berneropress.com/


We’re talking about marketing and business 
development for the firm and there’s no marketing and 
business development people in the room? It’s crazy. 
The typical response when this happens is, “They’ve 
never come to the retreat before, it’s always been an 
all-lawyer retreat.” Maybe it’s time to change that. It’s 
not just lawyers who make the firm work. Very capable 
administrators are important players to run a successful 
firm in this day and age.

John Remsen, Jr.
President and CEO
The Remsen Group

Avoid Commoditization & 
Sharpen Your Competitive Edge
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For legal business development teams to be more 
effective, they must:

1. Build relationships of mutual respect with the lawyers.  
Get past the “biz dev as minion” mindset to “two 
professionals with different skill sets working together.”

2. Cultivate content knowledge… it’s about more  
than hustle.

3. Establish objective standards for results and measure 
against them.

David Kuhlman
Partner, Axiom Consulting Partners

Build a Culture of  
Mutual Respect
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-kuhlman-b319a17/
http://www.axiomcp.com/


Section 6
The vast majority of firms are going to maintain or grow 
their business development investment this year. What 
will separate the successful from the unsuccessful is where 
they make that investment. Here’s how you can invest 
most wisely: 

1. Focus on building relationships with key targets.

2. Set and support measurable goals.

3. Lead by example.

Make Wise Business Development Investments

“Avoid investing in one-too-many marketing activities, such as 
sponsorships, advertising, and conferences, without a significant 
investment in one-to-one, client-specific activities.” 

Jill S. Weber
Chief Marketing and Business 
Development Officer, 
Stinson Leonard Street LLP 
2017 President, 
Legal Marketing Association

Business Development Investment QuickTip 

44% are going to increase their 
business-development investment 
in the next year.
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Create a business development coaching program 
for associates, not a one-day seminar. This is a long-
term program that teaches them about business 
development, marketing and branding. Skills they are 
not taught in law school. Invest in them.

Create a business development  program for partners.

Set goals. Then hire a consultant or in-house business 
development director to create strategies and tactics to 
reach these goals, measure activities and make changes 
when needed.

Management must support and lead by example.

Terry Isner
Owner/President of Marketing and Business Development
Jaffe
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Business development teams are a smart investment as 
they formalize efforts being done informally by lawyers. 
Constant contact with clients, scheduled communication 
efforts, and targeted outreach campaigns take lawyers 
away from their valuable, billable work. Let a business 
development team handle that.

Business development teams have an added advantage 
of being security for law firms. Many firms suffer when a 
rainmaker laterals to another law firm, potentially taking 
away important clients. By channeling clients through 
a business development team, they feel a stronger 
attachment to the firm, and not just a single lawyer. 

Joshua Lenon
Lawyer in Residence, Clio

Invest in Your Business 
Development Team 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/joshualenon/
https://www.clio.com/


Law firms have been traditionally effective at developing 
referrals through networking; however, they too often 
rely on just that, and get far too comfortable. In the 
modern environment, where there are more lawyers 
than ever before and potential clients are savvier than 
ever before about choosing service providers, law firms 
should be diversifying their marketing efforts to reach 
clients who are not accessible via traditional word of 
mouth referral avenues.

Jared Correia, Esq.
Founder and CEO
Red Cave Law Firm Consulting
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Pay attention to the strategies, outlined by our panel 
of experts, that overcome hurdles to your firm’s growth 
and create an environment that naturally enhances 
business development. Accelerate this process with 
Introhive Customer Relationship Automation – it drives 
communication and collaboration by default. 

Introhive syncs with your existing CRM to automatically 
update contacts and business development activities 
from internal and external data sources such as emails, 
calendars and social networks. It turns this data into 
actionable information delivered how, when and where 
you need it. (Of course, you have complete control over 
whose information you include and what type of 
information is collected.) 

What you’ll get is a crystal-clear, 360-degree detailed 
view of your marketplace — effortlessly. Best of all, this 
information will be packaged so you can put it to  
work immediately.

Want to Outpace the Competition in 2017? 
Champion Business Development.
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See how it works by scheduling a quick demo.

Schedule a Demo

https://introhive.com/request-a-demo/?utm_source=legalebook&utm_medium=button
https://introhive.com/



